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welcome to futurehome
We are pleased to welcome you to the green shift as a member 
of the StrømKontroll user community. By joining us, you have 
taken the first step towards effectively managing your 
household's energy consumption. Now that your electrician has 
successfully installed and configured your devices, we are ready 
to show you how to maximise your savings while making a 
positive impact on the environment.
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futurehome app
The Futurehome app allows you to control 
your whole household from one place.
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Hi, you!
Welcome home.

NEW!

Control your energy consumption with the 
new Power Manager!
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Get started

Activate your account and download the app using the 
links in the email.
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Check your email.

Once your electrician has set up the devices, the household 
ownership will be transferred to you via email. If you have 
not received it, please ask your electrician to send it to you.

1

Open the app and log in.3

To add a new member to your household, go to settings and 
tap on "+others" → enter the email address of the new user 
→ an email with instructions will be sent to the new user.

You can add new users as needed.4

APP NAVIGATION
To navigate through the app, you can use the bottom bar or swipe 
sideways.

Hi, Erik!
Welcome home.
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kitchen

bedroom entrance

room areas device

myhome

bathroomliving room

The overall state of 
your home. To get 
more information, 
click on each tile.

Dashboard

Presents all the 
events happening in 
your home in 
chronological order.

Timeline

The room overview 
from where you can 
control each room 
separately.

Areas

Allows you to edit 
information, manage 
devices and explore 
advanced options.

Settings

Allows you to quickly 
select one of the 
modes: Home, Sleep, 
Away or Vacation.

Modes
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Reduce your carbon footprint 
by managing your energy 
consumption more efficiently.

Help the 
environment

Distribute the energy loads and 
optimise your grid rent costs by 
avoiding energy peaks.

Avoid exceeding your 
energy threshold

Save money 
on energy bills

Find out how much you can 
save - to use the calculator 
scan the QR code below.

Calculator

power 
manager 
active

Optimise the consumption 
between devices. Operate 
energy-consuming devices 
during hours when 
electricity is cheaper.

Optimise for 
electricity prices

Benefits of Power ManagerPower Manager
Futurehome service created to 
optimise energy consumption. 
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The real time view gives you the latest power 
measurements for your household and each device 

category.
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Hi, you!
Welcome home.

NEW!

Control your energy consumption with the 
new Power Manager!
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The Power Manager tab will open. From there, you can 
select which devices you wish to optimise.
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Tap on the energy tile on the dashboard.1

Tap on the energy icon in the upper right corner.2

ACCESS power manager in the app
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HOW POWER MANAGER WORKS
Power Manager helps you save energy and money by optimising 
thermostats, water heaters and car chargers.

You will get this notification 
if the consumption limit in 

a given hour is exceeded.

Consumption limit 
exceeded

You will be notified when you are 
approaching the consumption 
limit in a given hour. In such a 
case, you can manually turn off 
some devices.

Approaching the 
consumption limit

understanding Notifications

Power Manager chooses the 12 
cheapest hours to handle large 
energy loads such as water 
heaters and car chargers.

Optimisation based 
on spot price

If the expected energy 
consumption threshold is likely 
to be exceeded in the current 
hour, Power Manager will turn 
off the controlled devices one 
by one for 10 minutes each.

Optimisation based 
on consumption

HIGH price 
hours

low price 
hours

Our app allows you to adjust the 
temperature that will be set 
when a given mode is turned on. 
You can, for example, lower the 
temperature in Sleep mode to 
save on heating while you sleep.

Modes

You can use automations to 
start heating your home earlier 
in the morning while the energy 
prices are lower. This way you 
avoid high peak prices and the 
temperature will remain until 
you leave for work.

Automations

SAVE EVEN MORE with thermostats
To ensure your comfort, Power Manager optimises the thermostats 
based only on consumption. It does not optimise them for the spot 
price, as it does with water heaters and car chargers.

Therefore, in order to save more energy on heating up the house, we 
recommend using modes and automations. 



To create those, go to the settings and select either "modes & 
shortcuts" or "automation."



exploring the possibilities
Futurehome offers much more! 
Find out what else you can do.

Manage the devices in your 
home including lights, heating, 
charging, and appliances. The 
app allows you to control the 
devices from wherever you are.

Device control

By tapping on the energy tile on 
the dashboard you get access 
to information about your 
overall energy consumption and 
its distribution among different 
devices.

Energy consumption 
overview

Set up automations to perform 
the actions without your active 
contribution i.e. automatically 
turn on the lights based on 
your preferences.

Automations

Explore our support centre  to 
learn about all the possibilities 
of our system.

Learn more

we are here to help you
Visit our support centre to find solutions to  
problems and to expand your knowledge about 
Futurehome. If you still have questions, do not 
hesitate to contact us.

Support 
centre 

Support phone number

+47 23 50 68 47

Forum Support 
mail
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